Senseless Decisions, Fateful Choices—The Death of Isaac Hayne

Isaac Hayne was a wealthy planter who fought for independence during the Revolution. After the British captured Charleston in May of 1780, he accepted a parole and returned to his home to live in neutrality. But the British soon revoked many such paroles in a senseless attempt to force Carolinians to choose sides in the war. When his wife and several children became ill with smallpox, Hayne traveled to Charleston to secure medicine. British authorities there forced him to declare allegiance to the Crown. Hayne’s wife and two children died despite his efforts.

Eventually Hayne came to believe that neither his oath of neutrality nor his declaration of allegiance were valid. Like many Carolinians, he returned to the fight when the war turned against the British. In July of 1781 he led a troop of horsemen to capture a former Patriot general who had accepted British protection. It was a daring act, but it served no military purpose. Pursuing British cavalrmen soon captured Hayne. Then to prevent others from violating their neutrality, a British military tribunal condemned Hayne as a traitor. He was executed in Charleston on August 4, 1781. The brutal example set by Hayne’s death served no military purpose—the British withdrew from South Carolina in defeat the following year.

Isaac Hayne Burial Site

This small burial ground, once the garden of the Hayne Hall plantation, contains the grave of Isaac Hayne and several other Hayne family members. Also buried here are members of the Parks family, later owners of Hayne Hall. The site is now preserved and interpreted as a historic site by the South Carolina State Park Service.
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PLEASE BE CAREFUL!
Old tombstones can be damaged easily. Do not stand on, sit on, or lean against the stones. Do not try to clean or brush off the stones to make them more legible. And do not take rubbings—take photographs instead.

To learn more about what you can do to preserve old cemeteries, contact the South Carolina Department of Archives and History at (803) 896-6100.

Transcriptions of the tombstones, keyed to the numbers on the map, are provided on the other side of this brochure.